for the solution of a class of twodimensional Markov processes are presented. These techniques are used to analyze the performance of several versions of hybrid switching including the movable boundary scheme with finite or infinite buffers, with flow control, and with or without TASI. Also included are results for TASI in which the number of off-hook calls is not fixed. Finally, the accuracy of the quasi-static approximation is evaluated for several problems.
11. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES Chang [3] and Weinstein et al. [ 9 ] , [ l o ] have shown that the movable-boundary hybrid-switched system can be modeled by a two-dimensional ergodic Markov process with the state-transition-rate diagram shown in Fig. 2 . The parameters in Fig. 2 (b) will be defined in the next section; the following three features are of interest here.
1) The state of the system is given by the two-dimensional
Markov process ( X ( t ) , Y ( t ) ) , 0 < X ( t ) < N and 0 < Y ( t ) < M
where N is always finite, and M may or may not be finite. (In the hybrid-switching problem X ( t ) corresponds to the voice process and Y ( t ) to the data process.)
2) The steady state marginal probabilities 7~ for X are known:
where pi is the N-dimensional column vector indicated in 
If fil < co, (2) and (3) may be solved numerically by direct recursion: n = p 0 + p , + p 2 + -+ p n i l Thus, and all the probability vectors pi can then be obtained.
The movable-boundary hybrid-switched system with rates shown in Fig. 2 is of the form given by (3), and Weinstein's numerical solution is essentially (4). The reason the technique runs into numerical difficulties is that for the typical parameters of voice and data traffic, the difference equation corresponding to (3) will have eigenvalues greater than 1. Since the solution involves taking powers of a matrix with these eigenvalues, numerical difficulties will arise as the buffer size ( M ) is increased. The first technique presented in this paper circumvents this problem. 
A. Finite Buffer Case
It is well known that any second-order difference equation can be reduced t o a first-order equation of twice the dimensionality. Therefore define the 2(N + 1)-dimensional vector Equation ( WILLIAMS  AND  EON-GARCIA:  VOICE AND  DATA  HYBRID-SWITCHED LINKS   697 eigenvalues greater than 1, but one can readily evaluate F The iteration proposed here is similar to the Gauss-Seidel because the terms corresponding to eigenvalues greater than 1 procedure in that we modify one component of R at a time. approach 0.
However, it differs from the usual Gauss-Seidel procedure in From the definition of xi we obtain another expression.fcr that we are solving the matrix quadratic equation (1 2 the components of p~ then gives the probability of having the packet buffer full and, hence, the packet loss probability.
k=O
Let q be defined by
By taking the negative root we obtain eigenvalues less than 1.
For the off-diagonal elements th.e corresponding equations are
Then the sum of the components of q gives the mean number of data packets in the system. The mean delay can then be found by using Little's formula. In the Appendix we show how q can be computed using a derivation that directly parallels that of (6)-(9).
The matrix diagonalization approach presented here has proven more effective than either iterative or recursive techniques. Through the artifice of evaluating I; instead of P 1 , the numerical difficulties of the recursive approach are bypassed. In addition, the storage requirements of the method are independent of the buffer size. This overcomes the limita- 
where R is an ( N -t 1) X ( N + 1) matrix with all eigenvalues less than 1 and satisfying the equation
The iteration defined by (1 Sa) and (1 5b) is particularly suited to the case when R is diagonally dominant. In this case the method converges very quickly because of the use of ( 1 5a).
Once R is obtained, the vector po and the first two moment vectors can be found from
Neuts has proven that he sion 111. HYBRID SWITCHING WITHOUT TASI will converge to the correct rate matrix R . We found that (1 3 j converges very slowly for typical parameter values that arise in voice and data systems. We also found that for these problems R is diagonally dominant, that is, the diagonal elements are much larger than the off-diagonal elements, By considering (12) on an element-by-element basis, we arrived at a method that converges more quickly than (1 3). The ij component of (1 2) is given by
A. Itltrodtlctiotl
Let the TDM frame of Fig. 1 be of duration b seconds and let the frame consist of N slots with S of these slots dedicated to the voice traffic. Let h, be the average call arrival rate in calls/s and let lip, be the mean holding time; the offered load is then p , = h,,/pu, For a given p , the number of slots S is selected to meet a specified call blocking probability
Ps. If
FB is small, as is typically the case, then S must be selected t o meet a peak flllo141 requirement. As a result, the average number of slots actually used by the voice traffic can be significantly smaller than S. Let V ( t ) Let Ad be the packet arrival rate in packets/s and assume that data packets are exponentially distributed. Let p d be the packet transmission rate in packets per available data slots per second. (Thus, if the number of slots available to data traffic is ( N -i), then the data transmission rate is (N -i)pd.) Let Q(t) be the number of data packets in the system. The movable boundary scheme is then modeled by the joint process ( V ( t ) , Q ( t ) ) with the horizontal position corresponding to the number of packets in the system and the vertical position to the number of voice calls in the system. The transition rates for the process are shown in Fig. 2 (b) and from these it can be shown that the system satisfies (3) with the matrix A tridiagonal with
Let pii be the steady-state probability of having V = i and Q = j . The marginal probabilities of the voice process correspond t o those of an M/M/S/S system, so
Thus, the sum II of the column probabilities pj is known and the techniques of Section I1 can be applied.
B. Infinite Buffer Systems
In this section we present results for the 15-slot example introduced above: N = 15, S = 10, p, = 4.46 erlangs, f '~ = 1 percent, b = 10 ms, and pd = 1 o-2. An attempt was made t o use Neuts' iterative method (1 3) but the convergence rate was very slow. Calculation of the queue statistics for 13 points using our method required 2.82 s of CPU time on an IBM 3033N computer using Fortran H extended. Fig. 3 shows the mean number of packets in the system as a function of data load pd = Ad/& for the fixed-boundary case (curve A ) and the movable-boundary case (curve B). The mean number of packets in the system conditional on all slots being in use by voice, that is, evident that to utilize the "idle" capacity of the voice traffic, it is necessary to endure very long average data buffer queues. Note how the data traffic performance when the system has the maximum number of voice calls is much worse than the average performance. This is due to the fact that when pd exceeds the capacity guaranteed for data, ( N -S), large buffer buildup will occur when the number of voice calls is large.
Curve B can be validated by comparison to the simulation results in 191, [ 101, and [71; the voice loads there are slightly different but the results are close. The coefficient of variation of the data queue size was also computed and is shown in Fig.  4 . The peaking of the curve at loads slightly above the guaranteed data capacity (5 slots/frame) is due to the alternation of long periods when the number of voice calls is low (and data performance is good) with long periods when the number is high (data overload periods).
To test the limits of the iterative technique we considered a much larger system: N = SO, S = 30, p, = 20 with the other parameters the same. The computation time increased sharply t o 25 min for 12 points. The results are shown in Fig. 5 and it can be seen that the performance in the region where overloads occur (20 < pd < 3 0 j is similar t o t h a t of the smaller systems.
By using Little's formula one can calculate the mean packet delay from Figs. 3 and 5. One would then see that these delays can be hours for the higher voice loads. This is clearly unrealistic. Any real system will have a buffer of finite size, and hence, the mean packet delay and the buffer overflow probability are of interest. We defer this problem for now. The other issue that arises is that of flow control.
To take better advantage of the idle voice capacity while keeping the data buffer contents low, some means of controlling the data flow into a link appears desirable. Presumably this can be done by refusing admission to the link to some packets or by rerouting these over alternative, less heavily loaded links.
Let hd(t) be the data load allowed entry into a link at time 
short-term utilization is defined t o be
In [ 181 a scheme was proposed where the data arrival rate is adjusted with each voice call connect and disconnect t o yield
was then shown that the resulting process
(v(t), Q ( t ) ) has a
closed-Wrm solution and that the performance for packets admitted into the link is the sam'e as that of anM/M/l system, thus yielding much smaller delays than those encountered in the previous examples. The implementation of the above scheme, however, requires the selective throttling of a large number of priority data traffic classes. Furthermore, the more realistic case where a'smaller number of priority classes i s used has n o closed-form expression. A numerical solution, however, can be obtained using the same technique discussed above with an infinite buffer assumption.
As an example, consider a system in which there are three classes of data traffics with the proportions 20, 40, and 40 percent from highest priority to lowest priority. The data flow into the link is controlled in the following way. Each time a voice call is connected, the instantaneous utilization that would result if there were no change in the present data flow is computed and compared to a threshold p m a x ; if the threshold is exceeded, the data flow is altered to reduce p * ( t ) to a value less than p m a x by denying access to the link to the required number of traffic classes, beginning with those of lower priority. Each time a voice call disconnects, enough priority classes are given access to the link to keep p * ( t ) as close to but less than p m a x . The state transition rate diagram for this system is identical to that of Fig. 2(b) with the data arrival rate
The resulting state transition rate diagram satisfies the conditions required to obtain a matrix geometric solution. Fig. 6 shows the performance of this flow control scheme for the same system considered in Fig. 3 . The threshold value used was p m a x = 1, that is, the number of classes allowed access to the link is selected to keep the instantaneous utilization less than 1. The performance of the fixed and movable boundary schemes are also shown for comparison.
It is clear that the data traffic performance is improved significantly.
The abscissa 4 Fig. 6 is the load offered to the Link, that is, Ad/&. Because of the flow control scheme, not all of this load is carried by the system. The average data flow admitted into the system is E [ hd( v(t))], where Q( t ) is the voice process. For an offered rate of hd = 9 packets/frame and p m a x = 1 , 6.8 percent of the total data traffic is blocked and 15.9 percent of the lowest priority data traffic is blocked. Fig. 7 shows the mean number of data packets as a function of the accepted data load. The performance of the ideal flow control scheme proposed in [ 181 is shown for comparison. The discontjnuities in this curve occur at the points Figs. 6 and 7 show that the proposed flow control scheme is effective in keeping the buffer contents low and, hence, in keeping the data packet delays low. In a single link situation, its implementation will require the blocking o f packet classes. While blocking is not desirable, it is preferable t o allowing the indiscriminate overflow of packets because of the finite buffer space. In a multilink environment the implementatipn of the flow control scheme can be tied to the network routing algorithm. The scheme essentially suggests that the data loads on the network links be balanced according to the variation8 in the connections of voice calls. This suggests an interesting area for further investigation.
C. Finite Buffer Systems
As alrepdy indicated above, the infinite buffer assumption is unrealistic for the movable boundary systems because very large queue buildups will occur that would exceed any reasonable buffer capacity. The analysis of the movable-boundary finite-buffer system can be easily handled usjng the matrix diagonalization technique introduced in Section 11. Before discussing results, we will introduce a simple closed-form approximation which we will then compare to the exact solution.
A quasi-static approximate solution can be obtained by noting that the data packet queue behavior exhibits quasi-stationary modes. Each change in the voice process implies a change in the transmission capacity available for data traffic. The data process then enters a new mode and eventually settles into a steady state if the voice process remains unchanged for a sufficiently long time. In terms of the transition diagram of Fig. 2 , this amounts to stating that vertical (voice) transitions occur much less frequently than horizontal (data) transitions. The quasi-static approximation involves approximating the two-dimensional process of Fig. 2 by S + 1 one-dimensional (horizontal), noninteracting processes. Each process is solved separately and then an average (using 1~) is taken over all the processes.
In the finite buffer case, the ith horizontal process corresponds to an MfMflIB system with buffer of size B and load pi = Xd/(N -i ) p d . The mean number of packets and the buffer overflow probabilities in such a system are [ 191 and The marginal probability of each row is given by ni in (1 6), so the quasi-static approximation for the mean number of packets in the system and the buffer overflow probability are i= 0
Figs. 8 and 9 give the mean number of packets in the system and the buffer overflow probability as a function of the buffer size B for two different data loads, 8.5 and 5.5 packetslframe, respectively, and all other parameters as in Fig. 3 . These curves exhibit marked differences from "typical" results (Le., Figs. 4 and 5 in Chu [ 2 0 ] ) . Instead of decreasing exponentially with increasing buffer size, the buffer overflow probability (curve C) has a range where it is essentially flat before decreasing further. This flattening is due to the fact that for any reasonable values of B, buffer overflows will occur during periods where the number of voice calls is large. Thus, buffer overflow can be reduced only by using extremely large buffers. Note that the rate at which packets are lost is given by the product of Ad and the buffer overflow probability. In "typical" curves one also finds a flattening of the mean number of packets in the system (curve A ) (or, equivalently, the mean packet delay) as the buffer size is increased. This flattening is observed in Figs. 8 and 9 , but again only for very large values of buffer size.
'
Figs, 8 and 9 also give the estimates obtained using the quasi-static approximation. The accuracy of the approximation depends on how valid the assumption is that each mode reaches steady state. The speed with which a mode reaches steady state will depend on the number of states (and, hence, buffer size) and on the rate of transitions (and, hence, the data load). The smaller the buffer size, the quicker steady state is reached; this is evident in the excellent agreement of both curves for small buffer sizes. The higher the data load, the more quickly steady state will be reached; this is evident in the accuracy of the approximation over a wider range of buffer sizes for Fig. 8 , which has the higher load.
IV. HYBRID SWITCHING WITH TASI
The silence passages of voice conversations provide another source of "idle" capacity that can be made available to data traffic, Let V ( t ) be the number of voice calls in the system and let T ( t ) be the number of talkspurts in the system. The movable-boundary hybrid-switching strategy can be modified so that only talkspurts are transmitted in the S slots reserved for voice, and data traffic is allowed t o use all remaining frame capacity. Now since T ( t ) is much less than V ( t ) most of the time, it is not necessary to provide'a channel for each voice conversation. Let C be the maximum number of conversations allowed in the system; then S , the number of slots provided for these conversations, can be made less than C. With nonzero probability, portions of talkspurts will be lost (frozen out) when T ( t ) exceeds S. By keeping this probability small, this distortion can be tolerated. This technique, called time assignment speech interpolation (TASI), can be incorporated with the hybrid-switching scheme to give data traffic more guaranteed frame capacity.
A. TASI , 1
The &%a1 analysis of TASI assumes that the number of calls V ( t ) is fixed. Because of our interest in hybrid switching, we need t o consider the case where the number of calls is allowed to fluctuate. As before, we will assume that the call interarrival times and holding times are exponentially distributed with parameters X, , and p,, respectively. The talkspurt and silence durations will also be assumed to be exponentially distributed with parameters h, and p t , respectively. Throughout this paper we use ht-' = 1 and pt-= 1 for convenience.
The exact values depend on the signal processing scheme used to detect talkspurt periods. The system can then be modeled as a two-dimensional Markov process ( V ( t ) , ( T ( t ) ) with the triangular state space shown in Fig. 10 , since there cannot be more talkspurts than calls connected. The validity of this model, has been found to be accurate when the number of conversations is greater than 25 and not so accurate when it is less than 10
[ 211. As in previous examples, the marginal probabilities V ( t ) are known and given by (16). In addition, the balance equations can be written in the matrix form of (2). (The balance equations are listed in the Appendix.) The steady-state distribution p i j = Pr [ V ( t ) = i, T ( t ) = ] can be found by recursion. The probabilities p i j will be used to analyze an integrated link with TASI in a later section. Since the call transition rate is about 100 times slower than the talkspurt rate, a qyasi-static approximation can be used to obtain an estimate pi' of p i j . This is shown in the Appendix. The exact calculations are compared to the approximations (Table I) for average freezeout [see (1 7)] and worst case freezeout [see (18)j. The largest discrepancy is only 7.5 percent,.l Empirically, a freezeout probability of 0.5 percent has been found to be acceptable [ 221, so this figure was used t o calculate the required capacities for a given applied voice load and a call blocking probability of 1 percent. The load pv and the call blocking probability determine C. The required capacity S is then found for a system with 1) no freezeout (i.e., C = S), 2) average freezeout PF = 0.5 percent, and 3) worstcase freezeout PFC = 0.5 percent. The results are shown in Fig. 11 (curves A , B, and C, respectively) . Note that for small systems (small p,,) , systems using the worst-case freezeout criterion require almost as much capacity as those with no freezeout. For large systems, on the other hand, systems using the worst-case freezeout and average freezeout criterion require about the same capacity. 
When T ( t ) > S , T ( t )
-
B. Integrated Voice and Data System with TAsI
Fixed Boundary: There are several ways of managing the frame boundary when hybrid switching is modified to allow data to utilize the silence passages in voice. The first approach is t o use the same boundary as before (Le., C = S , PFC = 0) and allow data to use all frame capacity unused by talkspurts. The data traffic will then be subject to long-term overloads when V ( t ) is large as well as to short-term overload when T ( t ) is large. These problems can be completely avoided by introducing TASI, selecting S t o yield PFC = 0.5 percent, and using a fixed boundary strategy for data traffic. Since the extra capacity is alloted to data on a guaranteed basis, the overload problem will be eliminated and satisfactory packet delay performance will be possible. The effectiveness of this scheme can be gauged by what proportion E of the C slots becomes available to data traffic. The TASl advantage is defined by TA = CIS. The proportion of the C slots that becomes available to data is then 1 -(l/TA). Curve B in Fig. 1 3 is a plot of 1 -E ; 1 minus the ordinate is the proportion of C that becomes available to data. It is clear that for small systems (small p , ) this scheme is ineffective, but that for large systems it may be the preferred approach because it attains most of the maximum possible TASI advantage while avoiding the buffer buildup problems.
Slowly Changing Boundary: Consider now a slowly changing boundary in which the number of slots for voice traffic is adjusted with each call connect or disconnect to maintain a freezeout probability of 0.5 percent or less, and a corresponding fixed boundary strategy is used for data. This scheme obtains a greater average capacity for data traffic at the expense of being subjected to the long-term overloads due to fluctuations in V ( t ) . Let u(t) be the number of slots reserved for voice; then come available to data traffic is then Curve C in Fig. 13 is a plot of 1 -E . At low voice loads E is similar to that of a movable boundary non-TASI system. At high loads E approaches the performance of the fixed boundary TASI system discussed above. No performance (Le.. mean number of packets in the system) calculations for data traffic were done for this case because it is expected that the performance will be similar t o a movable boundary non-TASI system with S = C/TA (C) . The overload region where large buffer buildups will occur is now Fast Movable Boundary: In order to maximize the capacity available to data traffic, one can allow packets to access all slots not occupied by talkspurts. In a non-TASI system S is fixed at C ; in a TASI system S is adjusted with each change in V(t). In either case the capacity that becomes available to data traffic is = CE where i '~ is the call blocking probability and PF = 0 for non-TASI systems and 0.5 percent for TASI sytems. Curve D in Fig. 13 is a plot of 1 -E for a TASI system. Note that at high voice loads this system is only marginally better in terms of E than the fixed boundary TASI systems.
We now calculate the performance of data traffic using the movable boundary scheme with TASI. The state of the system is now described by the voice, talkspurt, and data packet random processes V ( t ) , T ( t ) , and Q ( t ) , respectively. Assuming the same exponential distributions as in previous sections, the resulting state transition rate diagram is three-dimensional; see The marginal probabilities for the m variable can be found using the methods of Section IV-A. The statistics for the number of packets in the system can then be found by using the matrix geometric approach. Recall that the rate matrix R has dimension N x N and note that in this case N = (C + 1)(C f 2)/2. Thus, the computational requisements increase as C4. The technique is thus limited to small systems. Fig.  14 gives the results for a small system. The performance of a movable boundary system in which only talkspurts are transmitted but TASI is not allowed (i.e., (19) with PF = 0) is shown in curve C. The parameters of the system are N = C = 8 and p u = 3.5. The computation time for this example was 55 s for 13 points. Sparse matrix techniques were used to reduce the memory and computational requirements because the matrix A had only five nonzero elements in each row.
The results in Fig. 14 , and the results show that most of this capacity can be utilized by data traffic while incurring only small delays. In addition, the mean queue conditional on V = C (curve D ) is not much larger than the mean queue. The use of the silence passages to transmit data is clearly very effective in reducing packet delay. Note that a system that uses TASI (i.e., ,introduces freezeout)
will not perform much better because the size of the system is small (small p u in Fig.  11 ).
The range of data loads p d = Ad/& over which the system may suffer temporary overloads is
Pr + A t
In the lower part of this region, however, the overloads are brief because the data capacity is changing with the arrival and departure of each talkspurt and the system is never overloaded for extended periods. Thus, n o significant backlog of packets can build up. The region over which the system is overloaded for extended periods (significant fractions of a call duration) is
Even in this case the extended overload periods have brief "underload" periods when the number of talkspurts is small. For larger systems the ,average capacity available to data approaches that of a fixed boundary TASI system, SO the movable boundary system loses its performance advantage.
The matrix geometric technique cannot be used to evaluate the performance of larger systems that use TASI. However, approximate solutions can be obtained by using the quasistatic approximation for the number of voice calls in the system and then solving the talkspurt-data joint process using the techniques described in this paper. The results of Section IV-A suggest that this should be a good approximation.
V. SUMMARY A N D CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented numerical techniques that are useful in the performance evaluation of integrated systems. The techniques make the numerical evaluation of exact formulations possible, and they thus provide a means of not only carrying out performance evaluation studies but also of checking the validity of approximations. The validity of the quasi-static approximation, in particular, is evaluated in this paper.
The performance of hybrid-switched links with finite and with infinite buffer assumptions has been computed and the desirability of flow control has been established.
Different methods for exploiting the silence passages in voice have been discussed and the preferred method for various system sizes can be identified. For small systems (small p u ) , movable boundary systems with data transmission in the silence passages of voice are the preferred approach. In the smaller of these systems, the introduction of freezeout results in only marginal improvement because of the small TASI advantage involved. For very large systems, fixed boundary TASI systems are probably the preferred approach because of the relatively simpler implementation and the stable behavior of the packet buffer. Note from Fig. 12 that the fixed boundary TASI system outperforms the movable boundary non-TASI system for loads greater than about 10 erlangs. The crossover point is somewhat to the left of the corresponding curves because the movable boundary system has overloads, whereas the fixed boundary system does not.
APPENDIX

A. Matrix Diugomdizatiotz
If we take the difference equations for the components of p o and solve for the components of p l , we obtain an equation of the form p I = A ' p , . If we substitute for p 1 and multiply (9) out, we obtain To find q we begin with
where, after some matrix manipulation,
G = K [ I -K ] --' --M [ l i -M --] -l = [ : : 3
The manner in which G is written as a function of K avoids numerical difficulties in evaluating it via the diagonalization of K. To complete the solution we note that 
